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ABOUT THIS RESOURCE

100 STORIES -  A TEACHING RESOURCE

The 100 Stories highlight the experiences of  men and women who lost  their  l ives,  as
well  as  those who returned to Austral ia ;  the gassed,  the crippled,  the insane,  al l  those
irreparably damaged by war.  The stories recover the often forgotten contribution of
Indigenous Austral ians and they emphasise the ongoing cost  of  war to families  and
communities.

The 100 Stories are si lent  presentations.  The simple white text  set  against  a  black
background al lows viewers to focus on the key detai ls  of  the narrative,  to connect
with the voices recovered from the past ,  and to reflect  on the challenging aspects  of
these histories.  

The average length of  each story is  f ive minutes but a few are twice that  length and
some are as short  as a minute.  All  the stories are available to view on the Austral ian
National  University 's  (ANU) 100 Stories website:
http://onehundredstories.anu.edu.au 

The 100 Stories were also published by Viking/Penguin in 2015.  The book,  World War
One:  A History in 100 Stories ,  a l lows for extended detai l  of  each story and is  widely
available.  

The 100 Stories videos and book are valuable resources for secondary school
classrooms and can be incorporated into lessons in many and varied ways.  This
booklet  has been developed to show how these fascinating stories and their  r ich
historical  sources can be used effectively within the framework of  the Austral ian
Curriculum. Set  into four sections,  this  booklet  provides teachers with content and
ideas for engaging lessons that  effectively work through the key questions that  must
be addressed as part  of  the Year 9 depth study of  World War One.

Full  acknowledgement of  sources,  a  select  bibl iography,  suggested further readings
and commentary by leading historians can be found on the 100 Stories website.  The
creators of  the 100 Stories respectfully acknowledge al l  the Indigenous communities
whose lands are mentioned in the course of  these narratives.
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WHY GO TO WAR?                  ACDSEH021

Cover Image:  Captain Wilkins,  Wading through the mud in Gird Trench,  near Gueudecourt ,  in France,  in
December 1916,  H37630/8,  State Library of  Victoria.   
Image Above:  Officers interrogate recruits  at  Victoria Barracks in Sydney,  The Daily Telegraph ,  10 October 1914.

As tensions in Europe escalated in mid-1914,  Austral ia  was just  months from a federal
election.  Above the debate and divisions of  the campaign,  both sides of  polit ics
swift ly committed themselves,  and Austral ia ,  to Britain and to the defence of  her
Empire.  Joseph Cook,  the Prime Minister  at  the t ime,  assured his  constituents that
'Whatever happens,  Austral ia  is  part  of  the Empire r ight to the full .  Remember that
when the Empire is  at  war,  so is  Austral ia  at  war. '  Andrew Fisher,  who would go on
to win the election,  echoed his  competit ion in far  more memorable words,  pledging
that  Austral ia  would 'stand beside the mother country to help and defend her to the
last  man and the last  shil l ing' .
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WHY NOT GO TO WAR?  
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SEARCHING THE CALL TO ARMS FORMS 
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CALL TO ARMS 
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RECRUITMENT POSTERS RESEARCH 

RECRUITMENT POSTERS CREATIVE RESPONSE
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INDIGENOUS AUSTRALIANS'  SERVICE 

Identify some of the reasons Indigenous Australians 
might have enlisted for service during World War One.  
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Watch the story of  Rufus and Cyril  Rigney,  available on the 100 Stories website.
Neither Rufus nor Cyril  came home. Rufus was init ial ly reported missing and the
uncertainty regarding his  fate prompted a series of  Red Cross enquiries.  Examine
Rufus's  Red Cross Wounded and Missing f i le  and respond to the fol lowing
questions.  His f i le  is  available online at :
https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/R1474989

Identify the battle

where Rufus Rigney

died. 

 

How is the attack

described by G.W. Fox,

Rigney's 

battalion mate?

 

Identify who requested

information about 

Rufus Rigney. 

 

Discuss how Red Cross

Wounded and Missing

files helped Australian

families to grieve.

State how Rufus 

Rigney is said to have

died.

 

Discuss how his death 

 was determined by 

Red Cross workers.

The rigney brothers
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Rufus and Cyril  were Ngarrindjeri  men,  born by the waters of  the Murray River.  
Analyse and evaluate the fol lowing sources relating to the war remembrance practices
of  their  community in South Austral ia,  and answer the questions below. 

The memorial window is

dedicated to the men of the

area who fought and died

for 'justice and freedom'.

Discuss what strikes you

about this wording.  

Can you identify who raised

the money for the war

memorial window in the

Point McLeay Mission

church? Do you think this is

significant? 

What do you think

motivated Gordon Rigney to

travel to Adelaide every

year to lay a wreath at the

state memorial service

instead of commemorating

the anniversary with his

local community?

Discuss why you think the

women of Point McLeay

chose to make their Anzac

Day wreath from swan or

pelican feathers. How do

you think these wreathes

were received in Adelaide? 

After the Second World War,

the Raukkan community

stopped holding Anzac Day

services. Services did not

resume until 2015. 

 

Discuss why this may have

been the case.



From 1897 til around 1955
tourists use to come across
on the paddle steamers to

buy our weaving and
feather flowers. We were
famous for our weaving and
flowers and adapting the
style to what tourists
wanted. Our weaving

technique is so good them
ones up north [Northern
Territory] use it now.



 25 April  1945,  News .   

24 April  1950,  News .
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Watch the story of  Douglas Grant,  available on the 100 Stories website.  

Once you have viewed Douglas 's  story,  read his  entry on The Austral ian Dictionary of
Biography,  available at :  https://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/grant-douglas-6454

Douglas grant

100 STORIES -  A TEACHING RESOURCE 16
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Douglas grant

Can you identify

anything that has been

left out of The Australian

Dictionary of Biography

entry? 

 

If so, why do you think

this is the case?

Watch the story of

another Indigenous

serviceman featured in

the 100 Stories: 

 Alexander McKinnon,

the Maynard brothers,

James Arden, the Rigney

brothers, or William

Irwin.  

 

How do their experiences

differ from that of

Douglas Grant? 

 

Why do you think this

might be the case?
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AUSTRALIANS AT WAR - GALLIPOLI
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GALLIPOLI  
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Describe what Alfred Morris

observed about the living

conditions at Gallipoli in 1915.

How does Alfred Morris 

describe the fighting 

at Gallipoli?

How does Alfred Morris 

 regard the Ottoman soldiers? 

Identify any details 

provided in Alfred Morris's 

writing that reveal the strengths 

and challenges of using diaries 

as a historical source. 
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FROMELLES 



Once you have examined Tom Ell iott 's  f i le ,  take the opportunity to look at  another of
the nearly 32,000 f i les  available online.  Go to:  
www.awm.gov.au/advanced-search/people?
people_preferred_name=&people_service_number=&people_unit=&roll=Austral ian+Re
d+Cross+Wounded+and+Missing+Files

Select  a  f i le  at  random. Reading through your chosen f i le ,  consider the fol lowing
questions to report  back to your classmates.
    

Provide a summary of

the file you have

selected.  

Evaluate if the file

resolves the case.  

Does any doubt or 

mystery remain

regarding its 

subject's fate? 

What are the strengths

and challenges of the

Red Cross Wounded and

Missing files as historical

evidence? 



CLASS DEBATE
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There were dozens of different types of poison gas developed as a new type of weaponry during World

War One, designed specifically to blind, choke, cripple and kill the enemy. Risky but effective, gas was

first used by the Germans in 1915. British troops soon followed. Chlorine, bromine, phosgene, and the

most famous weapon of World War One, mustard gas. 

Released from canisters, mustard gas would float eerily across no-man’s-land in a thick yellow cloud,

poisoning everything in its path. Heavier than air, the gas would settle down in the trenches of the

enemy like invisible snowflakes, poisoning everything it touched. Silent and stealthy, many of those

who had the misfortune to come into contact with gas were unaware of the danger it posed. 

There was little protection from this sinister weaponry. Pictured below, an Australian soldier wears the

'apparatus' designed to protect him from gas. The image's accompanying newspaper article describes 'a

steel chamber, which is carried in a haversack, and is connected with the mask for the face by a rubber

tube. When a gas attack is expected the soldier puts on the mask, adjusting the clip on the nose by

means of tapes, and holds tightly between his teeth the 

rubber-covered steel tube, which is connected 

with the chamber in the haversack. There is 

also a mask for the eyes'. The cumbersome 

process of attaching the respirator meant 

there was little opportunity for protection 

from any surprise attacks.     

At first, with exposure to gas there came just 

an itch. A slight irritation, an annoyance 

rather than pain. But after a few minutes, 

the chemicals began to burn and blister the 

skin. Soon large pus-filled blisters that were 

agonizing to touch began to form. The 

blisters often festered and scabbed, and the 

agony of this was often beyond endurance. 

For many soldiers affected by mustard gas, 

temporary blindness often occurred and long 

lines of staggering men could be seen making 

their way over unstable ground. A burning 

hand on the shoulder of the man in front of 

them, their only link with another human, 

their only reminder that they were not in it 

alone. For gas worked slowly. It was hours 

before the unlucky began to corrupt from the 

inside out. As their lungs began to bleed and 

froth. Death was welcomed, but it rarely came.

technology of war -  gas

Image:  The Herald ,  27 May 1916.
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Men recovered. Or at least they seemed to. Outwardly they looked normal. They returned to service,

eventually many returned home, maybe with a lingering cough or a wheeze on cold mornings. Unlike a

bullet in the gut, mustard gas rarely killed immediately. Mustard gas accumulated in the body. It

damaged DNA and blood cells. It scarred the lungs and bronchial tubes. It caused chronic respiratory

diseases and cancer. 

Watch Samuel Rolfe's story, available on the 100 Stories website, consult the sources in the following

pages, and read through the information available on gas on the Imperial War Museum and Australian

War Memorial websites. 

Imperial War Museum 

- How gas became a terror weapon in the First World War

https://www.iwm.org.uk/history/how-gas-became-a-terror-weapon-in-the-first-world-war

- Voices of the First World War Gas attack at Ypres 

https://www.iwm.org.uk/history/voices-of-the-first-world-war-gas-attack-at-ypres 

Australian War Memorial

- Australian voices, Gas 

https://www.awm.gov.au/visit/exhibitions/anzac-voices/gas 

Following this research, respond to the 

questions about the impact of gas as a 

weapon during World War One. 

29

technology of war -  gas

Image:  A Battery and a Red Cross dog
going into the danger zone with gas
masks f ixed ready for any emergency.
The World's  News ,  23 June 1917.
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Medical  notes from Samuel Rolfe 's  repatriat ion record,  
NAA: C138,  NC043642-01.

Kalgoorl ie  Miner ,  12 December 1924.
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technology of war -  gas

Identify some of the

different types of

poisonous gas that

were used in World

War One.

List at least three

possible signs or

symptoms of exposure

to mustard gas.

was his treatment? 

Read the press report 

and the notes from

Samuel Rolfe's

repatriation file. 

 

How was Rolfe 

 wounded and what 
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Dulce et Decorum Est was written in 1917 by Wilfred Owen, a British poet and soldier, and was published

posthumously in 1920. Owen was killed in action in November 1918. Owen graphically articulates the

shocking conditions of warfare. His writing endures as one of the most powerful, haunting testimonies of

World War One. 

Read or listen to Dulce et Decorum Est and respond to the following questions. Audio of this poem is

available at: https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/46560/dulce-et-decorum-est 

Dulce et Decorum Est

Wilfred Owen  

Bent double, like old beggars under sacks,

Knock-kneed, coughing like hags, we cursed through sludge,

Till on the haunting flares we turned our backs,

And towards our distant rest began to trudge.

Men marched asleep. Many had lost their boots,

But limped on, blood-shod. All went lame; all blind;

Drunk with fatigue; deaf even to the hoots

Of gas-shells dropping softly behind.

Gas! GAS! Quick, boys!—An ecstasy of fumbling

Fitting the clumsy helmets just in time,

But someone still was yelling out and stumbling

And flound’ring like a man in fire or lime.—

Dim through the misty panes and thick green light,

As under a green sea, I saw him drowning.

In all my dreams before my helpless sight,

He plunges at me, guttering, choking, drowning.

If in some smothering dreams, you too could pace

Behind the wagon that we flung him in,

And watch the white eyes writhing in his face,

His hanging face, like a devil’s sick of sin;

If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood

Come gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs,

Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud

Of vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues,—

My friend, you would not tell with such high zest

To children ardent for some desperate glory,

The old Lie: Dulce et decorum est

Pro patria mori.
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Dulce et decorum est pro

patria mori is Latin for

'it is sweet and fitting

to die for ones

country.' 

 

Explain why Owen

called this 

'the old lie'.

Identify how Owen

presents the soldiers

in his poem. 

 

What words does he

use to describe them?

Do you think this was

an accurate

representation of

soldiers by 1917?

Explain what you

think Wilfred Owen is

attempting to convey

about his own war

experience.

What do Owen's

descriptions reveal

about the nature of

warfare in 1917?

 

What does the poem

reveal about the

weapon of gas?   
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THE IMAPCT OF WAR            ACDSEH096
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Conscription
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AUSTRALIA'S NURSES

100 STORIES -  A TEACHING RESOURCE



Australian nurses

Austral ian women had diverse experiences as nurses during World War One.  Select
one of  the nurses that  feature in the 100 Stories,  ei ther Rachael  Pratt ,  Elsie  Tranter,  or
Edith Moorhouse,  and using her story and her service dossier ,  compose a brief
wartime biography of  that  nurse.  

You should note your selected nurse's  service number,  her age and detai ls  about her
appearance,  when and where they enlisted,  how long and where they served,  i f  they
were injured or even kil led during their  service,  any awards they received,  and any
other interesting information you discover about their  war.  The three nurses '  service
dossiers are available online on the National  Archives of  Austral ia 's  RecordSearch:
https://www.naa.gov.au 

The nurses '  service dossier  detai ls  are:     

Rachael  Pratt  
Series Number:  B2455 
Control  Symbol:  H5789 
Item ID: 4279127

Elsie Tranter 
Series Number:  B2455 
Control  Symbol:  TRANTER ELSIE MAY 
Item ID: 11613028

Edith Moorhouse 
Series Number:  B2455 
Control  Symbol:  MOORHOUSE EDITH ANN
Item ID: 11615420

Left ;  Rachael  Pratt ,  P05664.001,  AWM. Centre:  Elsie  Tranter,  P09173.001 AWM. 
Right:  Edith Moorhouse headstone,  Bruce Scates.  
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Sister Tev Davies 

Image:  A05376,  AWM. 

Sister  Evelyn 'Tev'  Davies arrived on the is land
of Lemnos just  as  the August  Offensive began on
Gall ipoli .  She stayed on at  Lemnos right up to
the All ied evacuation of  Gall ipoli  in 1915.  After
Lemnos,  Tev Davies nursed in Egypt and
Northern India,  the last  post  ' in full  view of  the
Himalayas'  and 'only 23 miles '  from the famous
Khyber Pass.  Shipped on to England,  she nursed
shell  shock cases.

Watch Tev's  story,  available on the 100 Stories
website,  and respond to the questions below. 

How would you describe the conditions that Tev worked in?  

Why do you think that Tev Davies decided to serve during the war? 

Did the war change Tev? 

Discuss with reference to her story on the 100 Stories website.



Women's war work

As nurses,  Austral ian women were able to participate actively in the war.  But what
about those women who were not medically trained,  but who wanted to serve in
some way? Those women had to think more lateral ly about how they could use their
skil ls ,  available resources,  and their  energy for the war effort .  

Watch the stories of  Mary Chomley,  Ett ie  Rout,  Alexandrina Seager or Maud Butler ,
available on the 100 Stories website.  In addition,  l isten to the interview with
Professor Rae Frances,  also available on the 100 Stories website on the 'Hear from the
Experts '  page,  and consult  the sources below, to respond to the questions regarding
women's  war work.  

Women were particularly vulnerable to the frustrations of  war-t ime
patriotism. They f looded the Defence department with applications to work
as nurses,  drivers,  c lerks,  and cooks.  These were tradit ional  women ’s roles,
on the whole,  but were ennobled in the war context .  Austral ia  decided that
war was no place for women and rejected al l  these applications.  No
women ’s services emerged,  such as happened in Britain,  for  example.  Some
Austral ian women travelled to Britain in order to have a meaningful  role in
the war.  Denied realist ic ,  important war work,  women had no alternative
but to turn to peripheral  tasks,  important in themselves but lacking the
urgency of  the work the soldiers did.  They organised themselves into
branches of  the Brit ish Red Cross society,  deliberately retaining the
imperial  l ink in their  t i t le .  At f irst  unsure of  what to do,  they found work in
making bandages,  pyjamas and other goods for the troops and in raising
money to send them 'comforts ' ,  such as cigarettes and chocolates.  A huge
origination,  the Austral ian Comforts  Fund,  emerged to co-ordinate work on
a national  scale.  

Women and children who contributed to these organisations raised an
enormous amount of  money and made a staggering number of  goods.
Women in the Austral ian Comforts  Fund,  for example knitted nearly 1.5
mill ion pairs  of  socks during the war years.  I t  is  perhaps tempting to decry
such efforts  as being a peculiar  way of  aiding the war effort ,  but such
devotion is  a  clear indication of  the need to be involved felt  by so many
people at  home. These women and children wanted to be participants,
however remote.  They needed to prove their  loyalty.  That they were
diverted into peripheral  activit ies  is  a  sad indication of  male perceptions of
female usefulness.  

Michael  McKernan,  Austral ians in Wartime:  Commentary and Documents
(Nelson:  West  Melbourne,  1980) ,  pp.14-15.
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Image: Packing Red Cross parcels in the stables at Government House, SRG 770/40/293, 

State Library of South Australia. 

Explain why you think Australian women chose to participate in war work. 

List examples of work that was deemed 'acceptable' for women to undertake. 



List what factors might influence a woman’s contribution to the war effort.

Describe how many Australian women responded to their inability 

to participate more 'officially' in the war effort.

To what extent do these stories and the further resources you have been provided challenge the

narrative that Australian women remained at home to 'wait and weep' during World War One?  



Austral ia  commemorates 60,000 dead from World War One.  I t  is  a  devastating f igure.
But in a way,  this  tal ly l imits  our understanding of  the loss and legacy of  this  confl ict .
Austral ian men and women continued to die from war-related injuries and i l lness in
the years after  1918,  yet  they do not count as Austral ia 's  war dead.  A story that
i l lustrates this  arbitrary approach is  Bernard Haines,  a  boy soldier  who was
undeniably a casualty of  the war,  even if  his  is  not  counted as one of  those 60,000
deaths.  His story is  available on the 100 Stories website.  

I t  is  possible,  as  students of  history,  to more thoroughly investigate the longer-term
impact  the war had on people 's  l ives,  beyond the cut  off  date of  1921 when Austral ia 's
war dead stopped being counted.  

Austral ia 's  World War One repatriat ion records are made up of  some 600,000 f i les .
This  vast ,  physical ly enormous and rich holding can tel l  us so much about the impact
of  war.  Although much of  the collection remains unexamined and unavailable,  there
are thousands of  f i les  that  can be viewed online.
  

REPATRIATION

Image:  Returned men receiving 'oxygen treatment ' ,  Table  Talk ,  20 April  1917.   
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The repatriat ion records offer  insights into households dealing with the pressures of
l iving with a returned serviceman.  Each f i le  is  unique and might include physical
medical  notes,  psychological  assessments,  correspondence from the subject  and their
families ,  photographs,  pension claims and appeals ,  and any other number of  i tems.  At
times these records are disruptive,  they bring to l ight  unsett l ing stories,  and they
compel readers to look at  this  history in an entirely new way.

One of  the f i les  available to look at  online belongs to Rowland Lording.  Lording was
just  seventeen-years-old when he survived shocking wounds at  Fromelles.  Watch his
story on the 100 Stories website.  

After  viewing Lording's  story,  students can consult  his  repatriat ion f i le  themselves via
the National  Archive of  Austral ia 's  RecordSearch.  Lording's  f i le  is  rather long,  269
pages,  so you may want to al locate sections to groups of  students.  Each group could
look at  around thirty pages,  after  al l  not  al l  of  those thirty pages wil l  be legible,  they
may be repeated documents or even irrelevant papers.    

From the assorted notes,  forms and letters ,  students can begin to understand Rowland
Lording's  post-war l i fe .  As a class,  students can construct  a  t imeline of  Lording's
health over the decades.  Detai ls  of  his  physical  wounds,  his  addiction,  and his
psychological  batt les  demonstrate how Lording's  war did not end in 1918.  

48

Rowland Lording's repatriation record item ID. 

You will be able to access the file either reading each page

online or as a PDF file.  
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Rowland Lording died in 1944, twenty-eight years after he was wounded on a French battlefield. Examining

Lording's repatriation file from the National Archives of Australia, look for key dates, events and

descriptions of this soldier's physical and mental issues to construct a timeline of his war wounds.  

ROWLAND LORDING 

Image:  Rowland Lording,  Truth ,  20 October 1935.   

Date Event Detail

What items did you find in Rowland Lording's repatriation file? 



Watch the interviews with historians Professor Jay Winter and Professor Alistair
Thomson about the physical  and psychological  damage wrought by World War One
and the broader impacts of  war's  aftermath on Austral ian society.  The interviews are
available on the 100 Stories website on the 'Hear from the Experts '  page.  

35

shell shock

Detail the origins of

the term shell shock. 

Identify some of the

stigmas surrounding a

shell shock diagnosis

in the post-war

period. What caused

those stigmas?

Identify what things

could influence a

Repatriation 

 Department

assessment of a

returned serviceman. 

Explain why it was so

challenging for some

returned servicemen

to prove their war-

caused psychological

wounds. 



Students can explore the repatriat ion records collection themselves and discover new
cases that  tel l  us about the impacts of  war.  A step-by-step guide to searching the
repatriat ion records is  available at :  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBj6BaRZ6gQ (from 2:16 min -  7 :03 min) 

The repatriat ion records are haphazard -  there is  no neat ,  consistent  format.  Some
might be just  a  few papers,  others run into hundreds of  pages spanning multiple
volumes.  Some l ines of  inquiry that  students can pursue in their  research are detai led
in the fol lowing page.  These questions can be helpful  to organise f indings.  

REPATRIATION RECORDS RESEARCH 

Image:  A 'cot '  used for returned servicemen from the Love and Sorrow exhibit ion at  Museum Victoria,  
Bruce Scates.   
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Serviceman/Servicewoman's name:

National Archives of Australia file details:  

What are the details of

this individual's

service?

 

Identify where and

when they served

during the war.

Are there any insights

on how the health of

the serviceperson

impacted their family? 

Are there any physical

injuries or illnesses

noted in the file? 

Are there any mental

health issues noted in

the file? 



In Flanders  Fie ld ,  written by Canadian soldier  John McCrae in 1919,  is  perhaps the
most well-known poem of World War One,  and is  routinely read aloud at
commemorative services al l  over the world.  We are  the  Maimed ,  by an anonymous
Austral ian author published in a small  ex-service magazine in 1921,  is  a  relatively
unknown poem. 

As a class,  read the two poems and individually or in small  groups answer the
discussion questions.  
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Poetry analysis

In Flanders Field

In Flanders f ields the poppies blow
Between the crosses,  row on row,
That mark our place;  and in the sky
The larks,  st i l l  bravely singing,  f ly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.

We are the Dead.  Short  days ago
We l ived,  felt  dawn, saw sunset  glow,
Loved and were loved,  and now we l ie
In Flanders f ields.

Take up our quarrel  with the foe:
To you from fai l ing hands we throw
The torch;  be yours to hold i t  high.
If  ye break faith with us who die
We shall  not  sleep,  though poppies grow
In Flanders f ields.

John McCrae

We are the Maimed

In Flanders ’  f ields we do not l ie ,
Where poppies grow and larks wil l  f ly.
Forever singing as they go
Above the bodies row on row,
Of those whose duty i t  was to die!

We are the maimed. Death did deny
Its  solace.  Crippled,  bl ind we try
To f ind on earth the peace they know
In Flanders ’  f ields.

Forget  us not!  As years go by,
On your remembrance we rely,  
For love that  sees the hearts  below
Our broken bodies.  Else we grow 
To crave the peace with those who l ie  
in Flanders ’  f ields.

Tassie Digger,  1921
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Discuss why you

think the 1921 poem 

We are the Maimed was

published. 

Consider the line in

We are the Maimed - 

 'else we grow to crave

the peace with those

who lie in Flanders'

fields'. 

 

Explain what you

think the author

means by this line. 

 

 How representative

do you think the two 

 poems are of

Australian soldiers in

the post-war era?

Compare the poem

We are the Maimed and

the post-war

experiences of Samuel

Rolfe, Rowley Lording

or Bernard Haines of

the 100 Stories. 



Evaluate to what extent you believe this  statement is  an accurate assessment of
Austral ia  fol lowing the end of  World War One.  You might consider how returned
servicemen and women were affected beyond 1918 and how broader Austral ian
society responded to the aftermath of  the war.  Stories that  you might f ind
particularly helpful  include Rowland Lording,  Bil l  Kearsey,  Samuel Rolfe and John
and Edward Sadler.  In addition to watching a selection of  the 100 Stories,  you might
l ike to directly consult  some of  the primary sources related to those stories '  subjects ,
detai ls  are l isted on the fol lowing page.    

Extended response

Image:  Soldiers undergoing electrical  treatment at  No.16 Austral ian General  Hospital ,  Mont Park.  
The Australasian ,  24 May 1919.   
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World War One did not end when the guns stopped firing.
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Rowland Lording

There  and Back ,  written by A.  Tiveychoc (a pseudonym used by Rowland
Lording),  published in 1935.  An online copy is  available at :
http://gutenberg.net .au/ebooks16/1600501h.html

Rowland Lording's  service dossier  and repatriat ion record are available online
via the National  Archives of  Austral ia  RecordSearch:
https://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/
NAA: B2455,  LORDING ROWLAND EDWARD, i tem ID 8205171  
NAA: PP645/1,  M34291,  i tem ID 13145671

Bil l  Kearsey 

Bil l  Kearsey's  service dossier  and repatriat ion record are available online via
the National  Archives of  Austral ia  RecordSearch:
https://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/
NAA: B2455,  KEARSEY WILLIAM, i tem ID 7366667
NAA: C138,  R55422,  i tem ID 13145671 and NAA: C138,  M55422,  i tem ID
13033702.   

Samuel Rolfe

Samuel Rolfe 's  service dossier  and repatriat ion record are available online via
the National  Archives of  Austral ia  RecordSearch:
https://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/
NAA: B2455,  ROLFE, SAMUEL EARL, i tem ID 8037452
NAA: C138,  NC043642-01,  i tem ID 13148466.  





COMMEMORATING                ACDSEH097
AND REMEMBERING          
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COMMEMORATION OR COMMERCIALISATION? 
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ANZAC COMMERCIALISATION?  

Image:  Observer ,  2  September 1916.

In small  groups,  examine one of  the
National  Archives of  Austral ia
(NAA) f i les  that  outl ines cases where
'Anzac'  was used without
government authorisation.  One such
digit ised f i le  is  NAA: B741,  V/11599:
Anzac -  Matters relating to the use of
word "Anzac".  

This  f i le  can be retrieved by
searching that  t i t le  (underl ined) or
the i tem ID (406609)  in the Archive's
RecordSearch at :
https://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/

Summarise two cases from the f i le .
You should note the basic  detai ls  of
each example -  where,  what and
who. 

You should also consider the
motivations for using 'Anzac'  -  
for  example,  are there instances of
commercial  interests ,  pride in one's
service,  commemoration or
nationalism?
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From who or what is the government trying to protect Anzac?

Are Australians broadly aware of this protection of Anzac?

Why does Anzac - as opposed to any other term - warrant government protection?

How could Anzac be exploited?  

Have you encountered an example of 'Anzac' being used 'inappropriately'?  

Is Anzac sacred in a largely secular modern Australia?

Can they think of any other word that is similarly protected?

Following from students' research and wider group discussions, you may consider a class debate to check

their understanding. The contention - The Protection of Word 'Anzac' Act 1920 should be repealed.

In their arguments, suggest students think about:

DEBATE -  THE PROTECTION OF ANZAC  
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EPITAPHS 

Thousands of Australians who died overseas during World War One have no known grave. Their bodies

were obliterated in the carnage of industrialised war or the chaos of battle meant it was impossible to

reliably know the whereabouts of their remains. Their names are inscribed on memorials

commemorating dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of deaths. But for those men and women with a

known grave, there was the opportunity to mark their final resting place with personal commemoration

as their next-of-kin were invited to compose an epitaph for their headstone. And still many graves are

simply marked by the barest of inscriptions; they record name and rank, date of death and sometimes an

age, but nothing more.

There is evidence that some families found the cost of inscribing a final message prohibitive. The

Imperial War Graves Commission charged families three pence halfpenny for every letter and every

space between words. The standard inscription could cost as much as nineteen shillings, and many

families in the 1920s had not a penny to spare.

Nor were families entirely free to choose the inscription they wanted. The number of words allowed was

strictly limited: sixty-six letters minus the spaces between each word. The Commission also reserved the

right to veto any epitaph it deemed inappropriate. Suggested inscriptions were routinely sent back to

families; grieving mothers, fathers, wives told their last message was too long, too cumbersome,

'inartistic', even 'sentimental'. Perhaps some families baulked at this state sanctified grief. Perhaps for

some, 'King and Country' no longer said enough. 
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The cemeteries of World War One took decades to complete. Indeed the last memorials, at Vimy Ridge

and Villers-Bretonneux, were not finished until 1938, on the eve of a new world war in Europe. By this

time many next-of-kin could not be found. Some no longer lived in the towns where their men enlisted,

some had remarried and changed their names and lives accordingly, and some had simply passed away.

COMPOSE AN EPITAPH 

To begin a discussion about the challenges that families faced composing an epitaph for their loved one

in the aftermath of World War One, watch Brian Lyall's story, available on the 100 Stories website.  

Following the viewing of Brian's story, students can read through the epitaphs in the following pages of

Australians' graves. For more World War One epitaphs, students can scroll through the Twitter account

Great War Epitaphs@WWInscriptions, available at: https://twitter.com/wwinscriptions 

As students examine these examples, they can begin to think about the different themes, styles and

symbolism of the epitaphs.  

From the cast of the 100 Stories, Brian Lyall, as well as Peter Rados and William Irwin have no epitaph

carved in their headstone. Students should select one of these men, watch their story, all available on the

100 Stories website, and based on their story details and students' own evaluation of World War One

graves, compose an epitaph for them. Students should identify who they imagined wrote the epitaph

and explain how they came up with their message.
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